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Put the flavor back into your most popular 
menu items and spice up your bottom line. 
ISM’s Soak Tank Service takes the elbow grease 
out of scrubbing pots and pans.

QUALITY. SERVICE. 
CONVENIENCE.

LABOR SAVINGS – Remove the most difficult, time-consuming part of 
the clean-up routine and save staff hours. Our Soak Tank System requires 
no scrubbing or scraping! After soaking pots and pans, simply rinse and 

sanitize in your sink. ISM service technicians 
change your cleaning solution and clean  your  
tank regularly to keep your system running at peak 

efficiency, no matter how much cleaning you do.

COST SAVINGS – The Soak Tank System reduces 
labor expenses, keeps utensils working instead of 
waiting, extends the useful life of equipment and 

materials, and results in substantial savings on 
cleaning materials. 

ALWAYS ON THE JOB – The Integrated Sanitation 
Management Soak Tank System in always there when 
you need it. Think of it as a trusted and reliable employee 
who is always ready to clean.

MULTI-USE – The ISM system quickly cleans grease 
filters, utensils and equipment. Soak everything from roaster 

racks, burner elements and charbroil grates to fryer baskets and 
cookware that’s too greasy for the dish machine.

SELF-CONTAINED SYSTEM – Our Soaking System 
includes a tough, polyurethane tub and our special soaking solution 

(a non-flammable, odorless, biodegradable, alkaline cleanser) that 
meets USDA guidelines for food service use. Mounted on casters, to be 

moved easily to wherever you need it, the system does not tie up your sink 
or expensive equipment. 

IMPROVES FOOD QUALITY – Because the system removes baked-on 
grease and carbon build-up that can cause uneven heat distribution, food 
prepared in Soaking System cleaned pots cooks properly and tastes better.

REUSABLE – Since the solution stays in its own tank, there’s no need to 
discard it after soaking. The same solution continues cleaning right up to the 
next scheduled service call.

SAFE AND EASY TO USE – An ISM technician changes and mixes 
your solution, so you don’t have to worry about accidents, misuse or product 
waste. We make sure the strength of your solution is right every time. 


